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Upon completion of the work, the following traffic changes 
will occur: 

Motorists will regain use of three northbound traffic lanes.•	

 The speed limit will return to 70km/h. •	

 Pedestrians will regain access to the northbound  •	

foot path.

Southbound bridge

Repainting and associated maintenance work on the steel  
girders of the southbound bridge commenced in April 2008  
and is scheduled for completion in late 2010.

The work is being carried out from enclosed platforms that have 
been built to access the bridge. Each work platform is contained 
to prevent any spills from entering the water. 

Bridge maintenance crews are using site compounds under the 
northern and southern approaches of the bridge for the duration 
of the work. The work involves blast cleaning and repair of rusted 
areas, removing loose paint, and repainting steel girders.

During the maintenance work, three southbound lanes will be 
open to traffic. The current reduced speed limit of 60km/h 
will be in place until work on the northbound bridge is 
complete. This will ensure the safety of motorists, pedestrians 
and bridge maintenance crews.

Background

Tom Ugly’s Bridge crosses the Georges River between 
Sylvania and Blakehurst and provides a key transport link 
between Sutherland Shire and the Sydney metropolitan area.

Benefits

The northbound and southbound bridges benefit from the RTA’s 
essential bridge maintenance program in the following ways:

Preservation of the longevity and visual amenity of  •	

the bridge.

Prevention of potential steel corrosion.•	

Reduction of future maintenance disruptions.•	

Northbound bridge 

The repainting and resurfacing program for the northbound 
bridge commenced in October 2004 and has involved:  

Replacement of the bridge expansion joints.•	

Major repainting and repairs of the bridge deck.•	

Resurfacing the bridge deck.•	

Important paint repairs to ensure the bridge’s internal •	

structure was well protected from future corrosion.

Repainting and resurfacing work on Tom Ugly’s Bridge northbound bridge is due for 
completion in April 2009 when northbound traffic will return to three lanes. Repainting and 
maintenance of the southbound bridge will continue until late 2010. This work is fully funded 
by the NSW Government.


